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RENDICONTI DEL CIRCOLO MATEMATICO DI PALERMO 
Serie II, Suppl. 71 (2003), pp. 115-126 

NOETHER'S VARIATIONAL THEOREM II AND THE BV 
FORMALISM 

RON FULP, TOM LADA, AND JIM STASHEFF 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lagrangian physics derives 'equations of motion' from a variational principle of least 
action. Here an action refers to an integral 

S(ф) = / L((jnф)(x))volA 
Jм 

I'M 
IM 

over some manifold M where <j> is a (possibly vector valued) function on M or section 
of a bundle E over M and L is a 'local function' on E, meaning a function on some 
finite jet space JnE. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations describe the critical points of S with respect to vari
ations in <j>. The action may have symmetries, i.e. variations in (j> which do not 
change the value of S and hence are physically irrelevant in the sense that (j> and its 
transformed value encode the same physical information. Noether's second variational 
theorem establishes a correspondence between symmetries and differential algebraic 
relations among the Euler-Lagrange equations. 

These symmetries create difficulties for quantization of such physical theories. The 
method of Batalin and Vilkovisky [2], [1] was invented to handle these difficulties, but 
turns out to also be of interest in a classical context. Their method extends the BRST 
cohomological approach by introducing anti-fields (independently and previously due 
to Zinn-Justin [7], [8]) dual to the original fields and anti-ghosts which correspond to 
the Noether relations and are dual to the ghosts which generate the BRST complex. 
A key ingredient in their approach is to use the duality to give an anti-bracket (inde
pendently due to Zinn-Justin [7], [8] and also known as an odd Poisson or Gerstenhaber 
bracket) in their construction. 

The relevance of Noether's theorem is not emphasized in most of the literature using 
the BV approach. One aim of the present paper is to restore such an emphasis: Part 
of the BV complex is the Koszul-Tate resolution of the differential ideal generated 
by Euler-Lagrange equations. The anti-fields generate the Koszul complex, which 
is not a resolution; the anti-ghosts provide the next level of generators as described 
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by Tate corresponding to the relations among the Euler-Lagrange equations. Rather 
than carrying out this analysis in the abstract, we illustrate it explicitly in terms of 
the Poisson sigma models of Cattaneo and Felder. 

The higher order terms in the BV differential in these examples can be related to 
parts of an Loo-algebra structure, as we will explain elsewhere. 

In Section 2, we review the basics of the Lagrangian approach and establish the 
notation we will use. Section 3 is devoted to Noether's Second Theorem with a slight 
modernization of language and notation. In Section 4, we present the Cattaneo-
Felder sigma model and work out the Noether identities. In Section 5, we begin the 
description of the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism, pointing out the initial Chevalley-
Eilenberg (or BRST) part of the differential and especially the Koszul-Tate part. The 
latter shows explicitly how the anti-ghosts encode the Noether identities. We also 
recall how to extend the gauge symmetries to act on the anti-fields and anti-ghosts. To 
combine the Koszul-Tate and Chevalley-Eilenberg differentials into a total differential 
of square zero requires 'terms of higher order', which are created via the Batalin-
Vilkovisky anti-bracket as worked out in Section 6. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Let £ be an s-dimensional manifold and n : E —» £ a vector bundle of fiber dimen
sion k over £. Let J°°E denote the infinite jet bundle of E over £ with 7r|? : J°°E -* E 
and Tr™ : J°°E —* £ the canonical projections. The vector space of smooth sections of 
E with compact support will be denoted TE. For each section (j) of E, let j°°<j> denote 
the induced section of the infinite jet bundle J°°E. We will consider 'locaP functions 
defined on a finite jet space (see below), but refer to J°°E to avoid specifying some 
finite jet. 

The restriction of the infinite jet bundle over an appropriate open U C £ is trivial 
with fibre an infinite dimensional vector space V°°. The bundle 

(1) TT00 : J°°Eu = [/ x V°° -> £/ 

then has induced coordinates given by 

(2) {xW,vSXlh )• 
We use multi-index notation and the summation convention throughout the paper. If 
j°°(/) is the section of J°°E induced by a section <j> of the bundle E, then uaoj°°(j) = uao(j> 
and 

u?oj~*=(aA"A)(«a°r.*) 
where r is the order of the symmetric multi-index I = {ii,22,. • • ,«r}, with the con
vention that, for r = 0, there are no derivatives. 

Definition 1. We say that a real-valued function on the jet space J°°E is a local 
function if it is the composite of the projection from J°°E onto JkE and a smooth real-
valued function on JkE for some k. Thus such functions are pull-backs of functions 
in C™(JkE) under the projection TT£° : J°°E —• JkE. 

Let 

<3> *-w+*i4 
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be the total differential operator acting on the space LOCE of local functions defined 
on the jet space J°°E. 

More generally, total differential operators are mappings from LOCE into LOCE 

defined in local coordinates by Z = ZlDi where Zl G LOCE and Dj = Dix o • • • o Dir 

for each symmetric multi-index J. 
It can be shown that the complex fi*(J°°jB, d) of differential forms splits as a bicom-

plex (though the finite level complexes Q,*(JPE) do not). The bigrading is described 
by writing a differential p-form a = ajA(6j A dx1) as an element of Qr,t(J°°E), with 
p = r + 1 , where 

(4) dx1 = dxil A ••• A dxir, Of = 6aj\ A • • • A 0% 

and 
6aj = duaj - u%dx». 

We restrict the complex fi* by requiring that the functions a]A be local functions. In 
this context, the horizontal differential is obtained by noting that da is in fir+1,t0fir,t+1 

and then denoting the two pieces by, respectively, d^a and dya. 
We will work exclusively with the du subcomplex, the algebra of horizontal forms 

fi*'°, which is the exterior algebra in the dx1 with coefficients that are local functions. 
In this case we often use Olver's notation D for the horizontal differential du = dx%Di 

where Di is the total derivative defined above. It is well-known that in this language, 
the Poincare lemma asserts that on an appropriate open subset of J°°E, dna = 0 for 
a e fi5'0 iff 

a = dflf(dx1 A • • • A dxs) 

for some choice of local functions {j**}. 

Definition 2. A local functional is a function S from TE into the reals such that, 
for each section </) e TE, we have 

(5) 5 (0 )= [ L(x,<t){p)(x))dvoh= [(j00(/))*L(x1u
{p))dvolE 

JE dE 

is the integral over E of the pull-back (j°°(f>*)L of some local function L on J°°E. Recall 
that the elements of YE have compact support so that the integral is well-defined. 

These definitions reflect the fact that we identify the fields 0 of a physical theory 
with sections of an appropriate vector bundle E —> E. With this identification, 
the Lagrangian L of the theory is a local function on J°°E. We work on J°°E for 
convenience but the Lagrangian, being local, only depends on finitely many derivatives 
of the fields. Finally, the action S corresponding to the Lagrangian is simply the local 
functional defined by L as in the definition above. 

Definition 3. The Euler-Lagrange operator: For 1 < a < k, let Ea denote the a-th 
component of the Euler-Lagrange operator defined for F € LOCE by 

We say that Q is an evolutionary vector field on E if it is a mapping from J°°E into 
the vertical vector fields on E. In local coordinates Q = Qa-^a where the functions 
Qa are local functions on J°°E. For every evolutionary vector field Q on E, there 
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exists its prolongation, denoted pr(Q), the unique vector field on J°°E such that 
(d^E)(Pr(Q)) = Q a n ^ £pr{Q)(C) C C. Here £pr(Q) denotes the Lie derivative operator 
with respect to the vector field pr(Q). The ideal C is the ideal of forms on J°°E 
generated by the contact forms {#}} used above in the definition of the bicomplex. 

In local adapted coordinates, the prolongation of an evolutionary vector field Q = 
Qad/dua assumes the form pr(Q) = (DjQa)d/duaj. 

Given a total differential operator Zy define a new total differential operator .Z4" 
called the (formal) adjoint of Z by 

(7) f (r<t>y(FZ(G))dvoh= f (r4>T(Z+(F)G)dvolv 
JM Js 

for all sections cfreYE and all F, G G LOCE- It follows that 

(8) FZ(G)dvolE = Z+(F)Gdvoh + dH( 

for some C € Sln-l'°(E). If Z=ZJDj in local coordinates, then Z+(F)=(-D)j(ZJF). 
This follows from an integration by parts in (8) and the fact that (8) must hold for 
allC7. 

3. GAUGE SYMMETRIES AND NOETHER IDENTITIES 

Recall that if a Lie group G acts as automorphisms of a vector bundle E —> E 
(over the identity of E) in such a way that it leaves the action 5 of a Lagrangian 
L : J°°E —> R invariant, then the group action induces a vertical vector field fj on 
E, for each element rj of the Lie algebra of G, such that the prolongation pr(fj) of fj 
to J°°E has the property that dL(pr(fj))volM is dn exact. Here vol?, denotes both a 
volume on E and its pullback to J°°E via the projection J°°E —• E. An evolutionary 
vector field QE on E is called a variational symmetry of a Lagrangian L iff it has the 
property that dL(pr(Qs))vol^ = pr(QE)(L)vol% is dH exact. In local coordinates, QE 
is a variational symmetry iff 

(9) pr(QE)(L):=DK(QE)-^-

is a divergence, i.e., iff it is equal to D^ for some set {j**} of local functions defined 
on J°°E. "Integrating by parts" shows that this condition is equivalent to requiring 
that QE(~D)K(-^T) be a divergence. But the Euler Lagrange operator Ea acting 
on the Lagrangian L is defined by the equation Ea(L) = (—D)K(-^T)- Thus an 
evolutionary vector field QE is a variational symmetry of a Lagrangian L iff Qa

EEa(L) 
is a divergence. 

Finally, a gauge symmetry of a Lagrangian L is defined when there is a linear 
mapping from LOCE into the variational symmetries. To be more precise, there must 
exist local functions RaI: J°°E —> R such that RaI(Die)-^a is a variational symmetry 
of L for each local function e : J°°E —> R. Notice that the coefficients of the 
vector field depend linearly on both e and its derivatives. It follows that being a 
gauge symmetry is equivalent to requiring that RaI(Dje)Ea(L) be a divergence for 
each e. This in turn is equivalent to saying that e(Ral Di)+(Ea(L)) is a divergence for 
each e. Here ( i i a /D/)+ is the formal adjoint of the differential operator RaIDi which 
was defined in Section 2. The adjoint of a differential operator is also a differential 
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operator and consequently there exist local functions .R+a/ : J°°E —• R such that 
(RaIDj)+ = R+aIDi. These functions are found by working out the iterated total 
derivatives (-D)j(RaIF). 

In many cases it is easier to use an "integration by parts" procedure to obtain the 
coefficients {R+aI}. This is what we do for the Poisson a-model below. 

It follows easily that e i-> RaI(Dje)^ defines a gauge symmetry iff eR+aIDj(Ea(L)) 
is a divergence for each e. Finally, this condition is equivalent to saying that 
R+alDj(Ea(L)) is identically zero on the jet bundle. Such identities are called Noether 
identities or dependencies in the translation of Noether's original term. One thus has 
a one-one correspondence between gauge symmetries of a Lagrangian and Noether 
identities. 

The original version of Noether in 'Invariant variation problems' [6], was written in 
terms of an infinite continuous group, Goop, 'understood to be a group whose most gen
eral transformations depend on p essential arbitrary functions and their derivatives'. 
Noether's Theorem II refers to an integral I (= S in our notation) and reads: 

If the integral I is invariant with respect to a GocP in which the arbi
trary functions occur up to the cr-th derivative, there subsist p identity 
relationships between the Lagrange expressions and their derivatives up 
to the cr-th order. . . . the converse holds. 

Later in that paper these relations are called dependencies. 

To recast and summarize in our notation and terminology, we have: 

Theorem 1. (Noether) For a given Lagrangian L defined on the jet bundle J°°E and 
for local real-valued functions {RaI} defined on J°°E, the following statements are 
equivalent: 

(1) the functions {RaI} define a gauge symmetry of L, i.e., RaI(Dje)-^ is a 
variational symmetry of L for each local function e : J°°E —• R; 

(2) RaI(Dje)Ea(L) is a divergence for each e. 
(3) the functions {RaI} define Noether identities of L, i.e., R+aIDj(Ea(L)) is 

identically zero on the jet bundle. 

4. T H E POISSON SIGMA MODEL 

To provide a specific example of this correspondence and how it relates to the 
Batalin-Vilkovisky machinery, we turn to a Poisson sigma model of Cattaneo and 
Felder [3]. 

The fields of this Poisson a-model are ordered pairs (K, 77) such that X is a mapping 
from a 2-dimensional manifold E into a Poisson manifold M and 77 is a section of the 
bundle Hom(TE, X*T*M) —• E. These fields are subject to boundary conditions, 
namely they should satisfy the conditions: X(u) = 0 and r)(u)(v) = 0 for arbitrary u 
in the boundary of E and for v tangent to the boundary of E at u. Observe that for 
each u G E, we can regard rj(u) as a linear mapping from TWE into T^.M. In local 
coordinates {u^} on E and {x*} on M, we write dX = (dXj)-£j and r)(-^) = rji^dx*. 
The Poisson structure is given by a Poisson tensor which is. a skew-symmetric tensor 
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on M 

CO) — " < 5 » A 5 i > 
which satisfies a Jacobi condition: 

(11) aildia>k + oPldiaki + akldiaij = 0. 

The action S of the model is defined in such local coordinates by 

(12) S(X, rj) = J fo A dX') + i ( a « o X)(Vi A Vj). 

To understand this action in a more invariant notation, recall that for each u £ E, dX 
is a linear mapping from TUE into Tx(u)M and so one may define a two-form rj A dX 
on E by 

(13) (t, A dX)(vuv2) = rj^^dXM) - rj(v2)(dX(Vl)) 

for vi, ̂ 2 € TE. We may also define a two-form a* (77 A 77) on E by 

(14) otx(rjArj)(vuv2) = (aoX)(rj(vi),rj(v2)). 

Using the coordinates defined above, we see that: 

(15) rjAdX = rjiAdXi 

(16) ax(r7Ar7) = (aoK)(77Ar7) = -a^(rji Arjj). 

For the remainder of the paper, we will restrict to M = Rfc to avoid inserting {in 
local coordinates' repeatedly. 

According to the variational principle, we obtain extrema of S as those fields (K, rj) 
which satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations: 

(17) EXi := drji + ^^(rjj Arjk) = 0 

and 

(18) Em := -dX> - a^rjj = 0. 

In terms of the components of the fields, we write 

(19) Exi = (d^v + ^w^v^y 

and 

(20) E^^-^r + aS^V-
The gauge symmetries of the action are parameterized by all sections /3 of the bundle 
X*T*M —> E which vanish on the boundary of E. For each such /3, define Sp acting 
on the fields by 

(21) (S/3X)i = (aoX)(dx\P) 

(22) (6prj)(W o X) = ~(dp)(W o X) - ((Cwa) o X)(rj, /J) 

where W is a vector field on M, and CWOL is the Lie derivative of a with respect to W. 
Observe that SpX and Sprj are indeed again fields since SpX is a mapping from E to 
M and Sprj is a section of the bundle Hom(TT,1X*T*M) —• E. 
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If we regard X* and rjiiU as jet coordinates on an appropriate jet bundle, we may 
write 5p as a variational symmetry 

(23) 5p = ( < # & ) - | - - (dA + ((jVfc) o x ) ^ ) ^ -

For notational convenience, we will not show the explicit X dependence throughout 
the remainder of this section except when it is misleading to fail to do so. 

It follows from Noether's theorem that 

(24) (<*ijPj)Exi - (drfi + di^rjj^E^ 

is a divergence. To find the corresponding Noether identity, we must be able to factor 
out the gauge parameters /?*., so we transform the term (d^p^E^^ via the identity 

(25) (dA)Em* = UfrEvJ " A^£^ i M = div - / H ^ . 

If Nfc := aikEXi + dpE^ - dia^^E^ then 

(26) Nkpk = (aikExi + d ^ - dicS^Er,. J f t 

is a divergence for every /?&. It follows that the integral of Nfcl5fc vanishes for all j5k 
and consequently Nfc = 0 for each k. From this, we see that the equations 

(27) aikEXi + dpE^ - did^E^ = 0 

are the Noether identities corresponding to the gauge symmetry 8$ defined above. 
To write this identity in differential form notation, multiply the last equation by 

dul A du2 and use the identity elMU(dul A du2) = du** A duu to get 

^ ( d ^ + ^ a r V , - ^ ) ( ^ A duv) - d^rikJdyX1 + airrjriU)(du^ A dvT) 

+3^X1 + ajrr]rtU)(dutx A duv) = 0, 

which in turn implies that 

(28) aij[drji + ^diars(rjr A r/a)] - fta*'"[ifc A (dX{ + ofrr)r)} + d[dXj + oP%] = 0. 

Now utilize the formulas (17) and (18) for EXi and E^ M above to obtain the Noether 
identities in the form 

(29) a^Exi + diak'(rjk A EVi) - dEm = 0. 

5. FIRST STEPS OF THE BATALIN-VILKOVISKY FORMALISM 

Rather than review the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism in general as in [5], [2], [1], we 
illustrate it by example: the Poisson sigma model we have been considering. Batalin 
and Vilkovisky first construct a graded commutative algebra over LOCE with generators 
X+ and 77+*, called 'anti-fields', 7* called 'ghosts' and 7+*, called 'anti-ghosts. (If only 
the ghosts were used as generators, this would be a BRST algebra.) 

These generators are bigraded, as indicated in the following table where the form 
degree is displayed as the top row and the ghost degree as the first column. The graded 
commutativity is with respect to the sum of the ghost degree and the form degree (which 
we call the total degree). 
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The assignments of degree (from left to right) and ghost number (from top to bot
tom) are given by 

0 1 2 
- 2 7+* 
- 1 rj* Xt 

o x i m 
i n 

Ultimately, this algebra is given a differential D which is a derivation with respect to 
the ghost degree, but initially has just two such derivations which need not square to 
zero. 

One of the derivations S looks like the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential for Lie algebra 
cohomology, even though Batalin and Vilkovisky need not have a Lie algebra, and is 
often called a BRST operator. It is defined initially by 

(30) SX* = a'^Xhj, 

6r)i = -dji - diOpk{X)r]jlk, 

H = \dioP\X)lilk. 

The other derivation, dKT, does square to zero. It is the Koszul-Tate differential for 
the differential ideal generated by the Euler-Lagrange equations. The Koszul complex 
is graded by the ghost number. This means the anti-fields generate the Koszul complex 
with 

(31) dKTX? = drji + ^dia^iX^Arj^Exi 

dKTrf{ = -dXi-a^(X)rjj = Erli. 

Because of the Noether identities, the Koszul complex has non-trivial cohomology in 
ghost degree —1, namely the classes given by the formulas for the identities with Ex* 
and Erj. replaced by X* and r)+l: 

(32) -aij(X)X+ - dkof^X)^ A r)+h - drj*. 

These classes can be killed by adjoining the anti-ghosts 7+* and defining 

(33) dKTl
+i = -c?*{X)X+ - dka

ij(X)Vj A V
+k - d^\ 

Thus the anti-ghosts occur precisely because of the identities identified by Noether. 
The pairing between symmetries and identities is now expressed as the pairing be

tween ghosts and anti-ghosts, which plays a crucial role in the Batalin-Vilkovisky anti-
bracket, but first the anti-fields and anti-ghosts are themselves subject to symmetries 
corresponding to 5p as follows: 

(34) SXt =diakl{X)Xtij 

Sri* =dka
ii{X)r}+

kjj 

<57
+i = &a«(X)7+ fc

7 i. 
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6. THE BATALIN-VILKOVISKY ANTI-BRACKET AND TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL 

The hoped for total differential D will be obtained by adding 'terms of higher order' 
to U7AT+O\ which does not square to zero. To do this in general, Batalin and Vilkovisky 
introduce an 'anti-bracket' ( , ) which is defined in terms of distributional derivatives 
of functionals of the fields and anti-fields. 

Before we define the anti-bracket, it is convenient to first consider the definition of 
the derivative of a functional A of fields and antifields which are denoted collectively 
as (ipa)- The derivative J 4 is the distribution whose value at test forms (pa) (of the 
same degree and ghost number as (I/J01)) is given by 

!«H_ , - / /A£ . 
Consider the functional A denned by 

A(4>,<1>+) = J(4> A 4>+) 

then we see that up to signs | 4 is in some sense identified with (j>+ while -^A is 
identified with <j>. In this way we see that (p and </>+ are "canonically conjugate". 

Thus we have a canonical distributional pairing of each field or ghost with its 'anti': 

(35) (Xi,X+) = 6) 

(7i,7+) = <S*. 

The BV anti-bracket extends this as a graded biderivation with respect to ghost 
degree and in this example can be written as 

(36) (A,B) - ^ ( - D l ^ - H * ( g A <g _ (_1 ) W . ,«.W I +„|L A g) 

where \C\ = gh(C) + deg(C) denotes the Grassman parity of C (C is either a field or 
a function of fields). Note that physicists prefer to use both left and right derivatives 
and hence exhibit a different set of signs. 

The antibracket obeys the graded commutativity relation 

(A,B) = -(-1)&W-Q&W-»(B,A) 

and the Leibnitz rule 

(37) (A BC) = (A, B)C + (-i)^A)-V^B)B(A, C), 

which emphasizes the resemblance to a Poisson bracket. The only difference from 
a graded Poisson bracket is that the bracket shifts the degree by 1 and the several 
identities (skew-commutativity, Jacobi and Leibniz) inherit certain signs. Such an 
'odd' Poisson bracket is also known as a Gerstenhaber bracket [4]. 

Now it is possible to express dj<T + 5 m the form (S° + S1, ) where 

5° = (X,r,) = J'(rn A dX') + |(a« o X)(m A i&), 
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our original action, and S1 is 

(38) J XfoPiXft, - 77+' A (d7i + ^ ( K ) ^ ) - \ ^%oPk(X)ljlk. 

Corresponding to the fact that (d/o7 + <5)2 ¥" 0, we have 

(S° + S\S° + Sl)^0. 

The additional terms in the differential D we seek will be found by extending S°+Sl 

by terms of higher order to achieve the full BV action SBV> First, let us analyze the 
derivation (S°, ). 

Notice that ( , X?) is effectively (up to sign) dXi and similarly for the other anti's, 
while ( ,K*) is effectively 9X+, etc. More precisely, for any of our basic variables, 
denoted collectively as <j)a and their anti's denoted </>+, we have 

(39) ( 5 ) ^ ) - ( _ l ) ^ ) | | 

(40) ( 5 , ^ ) _ ( - i ) ^ H ^ ° ) ^ 

whenever the parity of S(<f>a> <£+) is even. The parities of S°, S1, S2 are all 2. Recall 
that the parity was defined above to be the total degree. 

Since S° has no anti's, (S°, S°) = 0, in fact, 

(S°,X i) = 0, (S°,rli) = 0 and (S°,7;) = 0. 

However, (S°, ) does act non-trivially on some of the anti's: 

(41) (S°, X?) = drji + \l2dia
kl(X)r]k A % 

(S°ir]+
i) = -dXi-ai%, 

which reproduces part of d#--, cf. (31), while (S°,7+t) = 0. 
Now consider (S1, ): 

(42) (S\Xi) = oPlj 

(S\rh) = -(dli + dicSk(X))Ar1jlk 

(51,7J) = l/2a i^
k(X)7j7t 

(S\ X+) = ao«(A-)X+7i" c\dic/*(X)ij» A rikli - \ 9<aia
fci(X)7+J7*7i 

(S1,r,+i) = r,+kdka
it(X)lj 

(5 1
) 7

+ i ) = -a^Xt - dr)+i + dka
ij(X)r]+k A % + d^^X)^^, 

reproducing (30) and (34). 
Batalin and Vilkovisky show that, in much more general situations, one can add 

terms S* of ghost degree i > 1 to achieve a total SBV such that 

(SBV, SBV) = 0. 

The reason for this is that the _KT homology vanishes in appropriate degrees. 
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In the Cattaneo-Felder model, only one more term is needed: 

(43) S2 = J - 1 rj*' A rj^didja^X)^^. 

Thus the total Batalin-Vilkovisky generator is 

(44) SBv = JrHAdX' + lofSWriiArij 

+X^aij(X)lj - 77+i A (d7i + diak\X)rikll) - \ l\d^k{X)ljlk 

-\r}
+iAr)^didja

k\X)lkll. 

7. SUMMARY 

We hope to have called deserving attention to Noether's second variational theorem 
and how it accounts for the anti-ghosts which are an essential part of the Batalin-
Vilkovisky method. Beyond that, we are now able to show how the terms S l in 
the total SBV of the Catanneo-Felder sigma model correspond to the Koszul-Tate, 
Chevalley-Eilenberg and other parts of the total differential in the BV differential 
graded algebra. Consider the total differential as found in Cattaneo and Felder: 

(45) SX* = a«(X) 7 i , 

(46) 5rj+i = -dXi-oP(X)rii + dka
,i(X)ri+kii, 

(47) <S7
+i = -dr,+i-aij{X)X+ + ^dkdiaij(X)r1

+kArl
+l

lj 

+dka
i\X)r,+k A m + dkaV(Xh+k

7j 

and 

(48) 51{ = \diak\X)lkll) 

(49) Srji = -dli^dia
k\X)r]kll^\didja

k\X)r1^lklh 

(50) SX+ = Afc + ftaw(X)^ 

~ didjdva
k\X)r1^ A rj^lkll - ± ftd^Xh+Vy.. 

These individual terms can be identified as coming from a particular S\ For ex
ample, 5Xl comes from S1, the first two terms of 5r]+l come from S° and the third 
from S1, as do all the terms of o"7"ft except for the middle term which comes from S2. 
Similarly, 5^ comes from S1, the first two terms of Srji come from S1 and the third 
from S2, while the five terms of 5X+ come from 5 l with i respectively 0,1,1,0,2,1. 

In contrast, if we identify terms as coming from dKT or dcE we find 5Xl comes from 
dcE, the first two terms of 5r)+x come from dKT and the third from dcE, while the first, 
second and fourth terms of 5^ come from dKT, the fifth from dcE and the third term 
is of neither origin. Similarly, 5^ comes from dcE, as do the first two terms of 5r]i and 
the third is of neither origin. The first and fourth terms of SX? come from c?^Tj the 
second term comes dcE, and the remaining terms come from neither dcE nor d^r-
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